Nor’East of Scotland C.C. – 10/05/14
Mrs Di Brown
Many thanks to Bruce and Gillian for the judging invitation, it is always such a
pleasure to come up to Bonnie Scotland where the hospitality is excellent and
everyone is so friendly and helpful. I was fortunate to have Margaret Mather to
steward for me, she was excellent with the cats and very attentive to my needs on a
busy day, many thanks Margaret.
BREED CLASSES
A.C. Siamese/Balinese Grand Class for Champion Male
GD CC – Harvey’s CH ADTHIAM BLUE ONYX (24a) M 112/02/13. An
impressive young male with some excellent qualities. Strong head, medium in length
with broad top line and large flared ears excellently set. Oriental eye shape and set
with mid blue colour. Strong profile with good firm chin, bite a tad untidy but
basically level. Long well muscled body for a youngster with long elegant limbs,
tapered tail needs a touch more length for balance. Excellent points colour, the best
blue I have seen for some time, soft blue/grey points and nicely matched, blue grey
pads. Almost clear glacial coat with light fawnish blue shading down the spine, very
short and close with sleek close texture. An easy boy to handle and excellently
presented.
A.C. Siamese/Balinese Grand Class for Champion Female
GD CC – Shand’s CH PALMIRA MONIQUE (32/1) F 17/09/12. A stylish lady of
very good type. Longer wedge with very good top of head and super size wide-based
ears excellently set. Basic eye shape and set good although they were a tad large in
proportion to the head, but expression good, it was not that easy to see the colour as
her pupils were enlarged but looked to be a bright mid blue at the periphery. Strong
profile, chin of good depth lines up and the bite is spot on. Long slender but weighty
body, long slender limbs tapered tail needs a touch more length to balance. Well
defined tabby pattern with large thumb prints to ears single cheek tracings, paler
bracelets and tail half ringed. Shows some light spotted shading to coat of very good
close texture. Easy to handle and excellently presented,
British Dominant Tortoiseshell Adult.
CC – Collins’ CADIFEE JULIANA (21) F 20/06/13. A very young queen of good
British type with some potential. Round head with slight cheeks, ears medium in size
but set well apart and following the contours of the head well. Eyes large round and
open with mid orange colour. Nicely rounded forehead and a short neat nose, firm
chin and level bite, well rounded muzzle. Good weight and substance to adolescent
body, shortish limbs and medium length tail with rounded tip. Black tortie coat, well
mingled throughout in various shades of red and sound to roots, fairly good for length
and density but rather soft in texture. Sweet tempered and excellently presented.
BOB – Prout’s GD CH FERGAN GOODNIGHT KISS (21) F 10/10/10. A super
lady , strong mature and cobby overall with excellent type. Round apple head with
full cheeks and small ears that were rounded at the tips and set well apart with good

breadth to skull. Rounded forehead and short broad nose, deep chin lines up with the
nose tip and the bite is level, nicely rounded muzzle to complete the picture.
Gorgeous eyes, round open and deep orange in colour. Strong cobby body with
excellent substance and deep chest, stands low on short strong limbs, tail to balance
with rounded tip. Excellent coat qualities, dense black with a good deal of rich red
tortie mingling throughout and sound to roots, excellent for texture, short dense and
crisp. Perfect to handle and excellently presented.
British Dilute Tortoiseshell Adult.
1st CC w/h – Struth’s MURRAYTAILS BONNIE NYLAH (28) F 21/07/13. Only
just adult and as yet this lady is quite dainty, she is also somewhat over-typed. Head
well rounded with good cheeks and smallish ears set well apart. Forehead quite heavy
and as a result the eyes are rather deep set, colour deep gold, the nose is very short
with a pronounced break and slightly high with reduced nose leather, very deep
strong chin and the bite is undershot. Good weight to compact body, short neat limbs
and round paws with tail to balance. Pretty paler blue coat with pale cream tortie
mingling still to develop but can be seen if examined closely and it is sound, very
good for length and density but soft in texture. Too many problems for the certificate
today. Excellent temperament and presentation.
British Dilute Tortoiseshell and White Kitten
1st & BOB – Griss’ GRISELIAN JENNI JINX (22a) F 20/10/13. Overall type good
and she is well developed for age. Rounded head with good width between medium
sized ears that are rounded at the tip and set well. Forehead a tad heavy so expression
not as open as ideal, colour bright orange. Short nose and firm chin with level bite.
short strong neck, body medium in length and fairly cobby, limbs short and paws
round with medium length tail to balance. Attractive balance between marginally
tipped mid blue and lightly ghosted darker cream patches, with white patches to just
under the half. Coat length generally good, just a touch longer over the spine, has
some density but is baby soft in texture at the moment. Excellent temperament and
presentation.
British Bicoloured Kitten
1st & BOB – McColl’s GRISELIAN JOE BLOGGS (31f) M 20/10/13. Litter
brother to the above and quite similar in type to her but with the extra size and
substance of a male. Good round head with cheeks developing nicely, ears medium in
size and set well apart. Round eyes could be more open in expression, colour mid
gold. Rounded forehead and short nose with good chin and level bite. Weighty body
of medium length with short strong limbs, tail medium in length with rounded tip to
balance. Warm mid cream patches to body that were sound to roots and almost clear
of ghosting, white patches to just over the third, none over his back but plenty down
tummy across the chest and upper fore-limbs, with even inverted “v” to face and some
on his lower limbs. Coat length fairly good and has some density to it but is rather
soft in texture as yet. A little shy but handled well. Excellently presented.
Black Silver Spotted Neuter
BOB – Togneri’s GD PR BRELADE CAPELLA (30s) FN 02/06/12. This lady
neuter was very cross indeed. I managed to get her out long enough to examine her
bite – which she was very keen to show me incidentally! Of good size and substance
and cobby British type. Round head with slight cheeks and neat small ears set well

apart and fitting the contours of the skull, short nose and good chin with level bite
and well rounded muzzle. Round eyes with hazel colour and open expression. Strong
cobby body with good breadth to chest, short limbs and good tail. Well defined
spotted pattern, generally round and well separated down the back with some linkage
down the sides, a little brindling to mid silver ground. Coat short and fairly dense with
a hint of crispness to it. Excellently presented.
Oriental Black Adult
CC & BOB – Mailer’s LINDEA BLACK MISCHIEF (37) M 04/06/13.A stylish
young male well developed for his age. Medium length wedge with very good width
to top of head and large ears set to balance. Snooty expression to eyes of clear mid
green. Straight profile, chin lines up and the bite is level. Elegant neck and a long
slender but weighty body, tail rather short for balance. Super glossy back coat that
was completely sound to roots and beautifully sleek and close in texture. Easy to
handle and excellently presented.
Oriental Bicolour Adult
1st CC w/h – Gibbon’s ATHELSTAN SAITAN SURPRISE (48 43s) F 05/04/13.
Overall this lady has good type but she is a little unbalanced at present and her pale
green eyes are large and round thus lack oriental expression, she was extremely tense
and so was not really not doing herself any favours. Head type good, a medium length
wedge with good top line, ears large and well set. Profile almost straight and the bite
is fine but chin is shallow and from the side view she lacks depth to muzzle. Very
good tone to long slender body, whip tail to almost balance. Black ticked based
shading to body with good clear silver undercoat, white areas in all the correct places
to just over one half in proportion to colour, coat super for length and closeness of
texture. Excellently presented.
BOB – Watson’s CH FISEPO BEETEEZ BRUNHILDA (48 40h) F 31/18/10. A
mature lady of very good type. Even medium length wedge with very good top of
mid blue. Profile almost straight, firm chin, bite a touch untidy with a few incisors
missing but basically level. Long body with good weight and tone, tapered tail needs
an inch to balance. Dark chocolate tortie patches to points, with a good deal of mid
red evident, white to approximately half, inverted “v” to mask, completely down and
across the tummy, on chest, minimal on the back where she is quite heavily shaded.
Coat a touch soft and fine in texture but lying close. Excellent temperament and
excellently presented.
Oriental Bicolour Neuter
PC - Green’s ATHELSTAN HOCUS POCUS (48 45) MN 22/10/12. A large male
neuter of very good type. Strong wedge head with very good top line, if I were to nit
pick I would like his ears a touch larger for perfect balance, but they were very well
set. Oriental shape and set to eyes of hazel green. Tends to hunch his neck, long
weighty body, tail needs a touch more length to balance. Coat beautifully ticked over
all in rich warm dark brown with three bands of ticking and a warm ground colour,
though showing a slight unsound grey layer right at the roots today, white areas to
about half in proportion, on face, down tummy on all four limbs, coat length and
texture excellent. A little shy but handle well. Excellently presented.

BOB – Devlin’s GD PR EIREACHDAIL LEROY BROWN (48 45) MN 19/01/11.
A large elegant fellow of very good type and style. Longer wedge with very good
top of head and large flared ears set wide. Oriental eye shape and set with good
green colour. Strong profile and firm chin with what appeared to be a level bite – just
about examined, slight pinch to muzzle. Excellent muscle tone to long weighty body
with tail to almost balance. Black ticking to coat, with three clear bands on a slightly
cool ground but sound. White to just on the third and in all the right places with white
inverted “v” to face and an attractive brown moustache. Coat excellent for length and
closeness of texture. He as not very happy and made lots of loud “don’t touch me”
noises but I don’t think he really meant it and I managed, in the end, to handle him
sufficiently to award the BOB
END OF REPORT

Siamese Cat Society Of Scotland
BREED CLASSES
A.V. Oriental Imperial Class for Grand Premier
IMP – Devlin’s GD PR FIORDILISO JACOBS CREEK (48) MN 19/03/12.
Overall a very stylish male neuter, elegant yet weighty with length everywhere.
Longer wedge, top line very good and his ears are large well flared and set wide.
Oriental eye shape and set with a good clear mid green colour. Profile a little uneven
with a slight rise between the eyes and a small dip to nose below it, chin and bite
good. Long elegant neck and a long firm toned and elegant body, long limbs and
whippy tail to almost balance. Nearly half white to colour, with white inverted “v” to
face, white down the tummy across the shoulders and some on all four limbs, black
areas sound and glossy black. There is some bleeding of the white into the black in
places and it is unfortunate he has a white patch on his back that is not easy to tidy up
and as the coat is a bit long it doesn’t help matters, but the texture was excellent sleek
and close. Excellent temperament and presentation.
A.C. Siamese/Balinese Imperial Class for Grand Premier Female
1st IGDPR w/h – Reid’s GD PR PALMIRA MAYGIRL (24) FN 08/01/11. A neat
and well balanced lady overall, but there were two or three problems that precluded
the awarding of the certificate. Medium wedge with very good top line, ears in
proportion and very well set. Good expression to eyes of oriental shape and set
colour needs to be considerably deeper for a seal. Profile almost straight, good depth
to chin but bite somewhat overshot, pinch to muzzle. Long elegant body with
excellent tone, long slender limbs, tail a bit short and has a small “something” the tip.
Dark dense warm-toned seal points almost matching, coat very heavily shaded now
but good creamy tones to bib and tummy and there is still some contrast, excellent for
length and closeness of texture. Easy to handle and excellently resented.
Oriental Lilac Kitten
1st & BOB – Cox’s ZUMALA SUGAR N SPICE (29c) F 20/08/13. A beautifully
stylish kitten and well grown. Super head with lovely broad top-line and large nicely
flared ears set to balance. Excellent expression to eyes of clear mid green. Small dip
to profile centre nose, chin firm and bite level. Well defined neck and a long elegant
and firm toned body with whippy tail to almost balance. Darker lilac coat colouring
with a slightly ruddy overtone, cinnamon in the pedigree perhaps? but sound and free
from ghosting, and the length and texture was excellent. Super to handle and
beautifully presented.
Havana Neuter
PC & BOB – Lard’s BRYN CRACKLING-STARS (29) FN 05/11/11. A dear lady,
somewhat old fashioned in type but with sufficient good qualities for the certificate at
this level. Short wedge head with good top, ears could be larger but are well set.
Eyes a touch full but a very good green colour. Profile slightly uneven but chin firm
and bite level, marginal pinch to muzzle. Medium length body rather rotund – she
obviously likes her food, tail could be longer and whippier. Rich chestnut Havana

coat sound to roots and free from ghosting, with superb sleek texture. A friendly lady
excellently presented.
Seal Point Adult
CC & BOB – Brown’s THISTLEWAY MYSTIC MEG (24) F 17/05/12. Of
overall good type but somewhat more traditional in style. Medium length wedge with
good top of head, ears could be a touch larger for balance but were well set. Basic eye
shape and setting okay but held somewhat full, better when she relaxed, colour could
ideally be deeper for a seal but was acceptable. Profile almost straight, chin lines up
and the bite is level. Elegant, firm-toned body of medium length, well tapered tail to
almost balance. Super rich warm seal points not always seen these days, pale creamy
coat with light warm seal shading thus excellent contrast, length and texture good and
close lying. Excellent temperament and presentation.
Caramel Point Adult
CC & BOB – Samphier’s ATHELSTAN FLORAL DANCE (24n) F 05/04/13. A
neat and dainty young queen of very good type. Stylish little head, top-line good and
her ears are large, nicely flared and very well set. Oriental eye shape and set with
sweet expression and good blue colour. Profile straight, chin okay and bite level,
marginal pinch to muzzle. Well covered yet slender and elegant body, long dainty
limbs and neat spoon paws, tail needs an inch to balance. Lilac-based caramel points
colouring a touch ambiguous, they are quite pale and the brownish overtones are
minimal at the moment, but she has plenty of time to develop it and I was prepared to
give her the benefit of the doubt on the day, almost unshaded coat of good length and
texture. Excellent to handle and excellently presented.
END OF REPORT

